
Dear compatriot 

 

 In addition to our invitation including the program of the trip and a registration form we answer hereunder 

to different questions you may have about your stay in France from June 10
th

 to 19
th

.   

  

 

1.  It Is likely that you will have to fly to France leaving US Sunday, June 10 and arriving Paris early 
morning of June 11. How do you connect with the tour group? Any cost adjustment for one less hotel Day? 

There is no problem if you connect with the group at 08.30 AM in front of the hotel Forest Hill before the 
departure of the coach. If not you must go to Reims by yourself (train & taxi) and unfortunately you miss the 

first day of the trip. 
A cost adjustment is not possible. 

 
 

2.  Credit card not accepted ?  

Credit card is not accepted. Bank transfer only.  

 

 

3.  Recommendations on travel from Paris airport to first night hotel and estimated cost?  Is taxi the best 

way? 

Taxi is the best way : aroud 50 €  

 

 

4.  You are not SAR member - may be DAR, Cincinnati, or friend - are you welcome? 

Of course you are 

 

 
5. You may wish to stay in Paris after June 19 - are reservations at Hyatt an individual responsibility?   

Reservation at Hyatt or another hotel in Paris is an individual responsability 
 

 
6. Are reservations accepted after December 31 at some extra cost? 

We don’t accept a reservation after December 31 
 

 

7. You get a color guard uniform  

Thank you in advance to inform us that you intend to bring your uniform 

 

 

8. Lunch or diner on your own 

Two diners on June 12 and 13 in Reims will be on your own  

 

 

It will be great to welcome you in France to commemorate the centenary of WWI Victory 

 

Warm regards 

 
Patrick Mesnard Vice President General Europe 

François de Vaissière State secretary SAR France  


